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Abstract

In this paper, the design and control of a thermal stabilizing system for an optomechanical uncooled infrared (IR) imaging camera is

presented, which uses an array of MEMS bimaterial cantilever beams to sense an IR image source. A one-dimensional lumped parameter

model of the thermal stabilization system was derived and experimentally validated. A model-based discrete time linear quadratic gaussian

regulator (LQGR) control scheme, with a stochastic ambient noise model, was implemented. The control system incorporates a reference

model, which generates desired reference temperature trajectory, and integral action to respectively diminish overshoots and achieve zero

steady state error in closed loop. Simulation results show that the designed LQGR is able to enhance ambient temperature low frequency

disturbance attenuation by more than 50 dB. The control system is able to regulate the focal-plane array (FPA) temperature with a standard

deviation of about 100 mK, in spite of the fact that the temperature measurement noise has a standard deviation of 1 mK. Noise analysis results

for the present stage of the optomechanical IR imaging system are summarized. The noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) of the

current stage of the IR camera system can achieve about 200 mK.
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1. Introduction

In many engineering applications involving temperature

sensitivity issues, it is required that the temperature be

regulated to within some operating range. Temperature

stabilization systems have been discussed in many publica-

tions. Temperature regulators that utilize Peltier junction

heat pumps and conventional PID controllers are commonly

used nowadays [1]. The temperature control system design

presented in this paper is part of a novel optomechanical

uncooled infrared imaging system, which utilizes an array of

MEMS bimaterial cantilever beams, and it is currently under

development by the authors of this paper [2,3]. Infrared (IR)

vision is an indispensable technology for night vision,

surveillance and navigation through obscure environments.

Our uncooled IR imaging system consists of an absorption

pad for IR radiation and a focal-plane array (FPA) of about

300 pixels � 300 pixels (pixel size of 65 mm � 65 mm), with

each pixel containing a bimaterial cantilever beam built

based on the MEMS technology, and shown in Fig. 1, or

as in [2]. Fig. 2 shows the overall view of the our micro-

optomechanical uncooled infrared receiver with optical

readout system. Each pixel in the FPA array consists of a

bimaterial cantilever beam, which bends as its temperature

rises due to absorption of the incident infrared radiation. The

cantilever deflection is proportional to the change in tem-

perature of the beam and also to the difference between the

thermal expansion coefficients of the two cantilever materi-

als. An optical system using visible light simultaneously

measures the deflections of all the cantilevers of the FPA by

interferometry, and projects a visible image onto a visible

charge-coupled device (CCD) as shown in Fig. 2. A first

prototype of such an infrared system, which did not utilize a

thermal control system such as the one presented in this

paper, was described in [4]. The new design has MEMS

cantilevers that have a much larger sensitivity than those in

the design presented in [4], requires that the FPA tempera-

ture be regulated to within a standard deviation of 100 mK to

be close to the CCD shot noise level of 65 mK, which is

another dominant noise level of the system. This paper

describes the design of a thermal stabilizing system for

the IR imaging system. The design was carried out in
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two stages. In the first stage a passive thermal shield design

was invented to maximize the attenuation of ambient tem-

perature fluctuations while still maintaining a high sensitiv-

ity to the IR source. The second stage of the design involved

feedback control. After obtaining stochastic models of the

ambient temperature noise disturbances and sensor noise, a

Kalman filter observer was designed to estimate the FPA

temperature and a linear quadratic gaussian regulator was

implemented to regulate the FPA temperature. The control

system was designed in order to enhance low frequency

ambient temperature disturbance attenuation without sig-

nificantly degrading the device’s sensitivity to the target IR

temperature. Part of this paper without the theoretical and

experimental system noise analysis, was presented in the

15th IFAC World Congress [5].

2. Design and modeling

A SEM photograph of the fabricated FPA is shown in

Fig. 1. A schematic depiction of the camera is shown in

Fig. 3. The bimaterial cantilever deflection, as its tempera-

ture rises due to absorption of the incident infrared radiation,

is proportional to the change in temperature of the beam and

Fig. 1. FPA built on MEMS technology.

Fig. 2. Optomechanical uncooled infrared imaging camera system.
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also to the difference between the thermal expansion coeffi-

cients of the two cantilever materials. An optical system

using visible light simultaneously measures the deflections

of all the cantilevers of the FPA, and collectively projects a

visible image of the spatially-varying IR radiation onto a

visible CCD or CMOS array. As shown in Fig. 3, the FPA is

surrounded by a heat shield, which consists of a copper

cylinder and a thermally conductive sapphire plate. This

shield isolates the FPA from fluctuations in the ambient

temperature Ta. The sapphire plate is transparent to laser

light, allowing the laser to be used as an interferometry

measurement system to obtain an image from the FPA. A

Fig. 3. A schematic setup of the IR camera and its temperature control system. The CCD and optical readout system is outside of the vacuum chamber.

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram of lumped parameter modeling.
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Fig. 5. Open-loop and closed-loop Bode plot for (A) Ta to Tch and (B) Tt to Tch. The systems are non-minimum phase.

Fig. 6. Power spectrum density of ambient temperature.
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thermo-electric Peltier junction heater/cooler [11] com-

prises the thermal actuator, which is capable of adding heat

to or removing heat from the system. A thermistor on the

side of the copper ring senses its temperature Tcu. Another

thermistor is attached to the vacuum chamber to measure the

deterministic initial ambient temperature. The thermal

shield has a low thermal resistance for the copper cylinder

(Rccu1), as shown Fig. 4 and so does the sapphire plate.

However the thermal resistance between the FPA and the

copper cylinder (Rcsi) is chosen to be relatively high, in order

to isolate the FPA from the regulated thermal shield. As a

consequence, the thermal system provides a large amount of

attenuation in open loop (-50 to -100 dB) in the range of

(0.002–10 Hz) from the disturbance Ta to FPA temperature

Tch, as shown in Fig. 5. An one-dimensional lumped para-

meter model [9] was used to model the thermal system,

taking into account of thermal capacitance and thermal

resistance of the copper block and sapphire and silicon

plates in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows the power spectrum density of the measured

ambient temperature in the lab where the IR imaging system

is located. Based on this data, a model for the ambient

temperature fluctuations was derived which consists of a

critically damped second-order linear dynamic system with

a cut-off frequency of 2:5 � 10�2 rad, which is excited by

zero mean white noise wðtÞ EðwðiÞwðjÞTÞ ¼ Wdij, where

W ¼ 1600 K2 (obtained from the measurement in Fig. 6)

and dij is the Kronecker delta. A high-sensitivity thermistor

and analog bridge circuit were used to measure the copper

ring temperature with a 1 mK measurement noise standard

deviation.

3. Control law

3.1. The Kalman filter for the linearized plant

The closed-loop system was designed based on a discrete-

time linearized thermal plant that included the third-order

lumped parameter thermal model depicted in Fig. 4, the

identified ambient temperature stochastic noise model and

an empirically found thermal actuator dynamic model. The

linearized thermal plant is obtained as follows

xpðt þ 1Þ ¼ ApxpðtÞ þ BpUpðtÞ
ypðtÞ ¼ CpxpðtÞ þ DpUpðtÞ

(1)

where

Ap ¼
9:998 � 10�1 1:438 � 10�4 2:348 � 10�5

1:022 � 10�3 9:989 � 10�1 1:101 � 10�6

1:776 � 10�3 1:173 � 10�5 9:979 � 10�1

2
64

3
75

Bp ¼
2:297 � 10�3 7:832 � 10�7 3:337 � 10�9

1:174 � 10�6 3:610 � 10�5 2:497 � 10�7

2:041 � 10�6 9:050 � 10�10 2:824 � 10�4

2
4

3
5

Cp ¼
1:00 0 0

0 0 1:00

0 7:5976 � 10�3 8:0761 � 10�1

2
4

3
5

Dp ¼
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1:8479 � 10�1

2
4

3
5

The state of the thermal plant is xp ¼ ½Tcu Tsa Tsi�T,

where Tcu is the copper ring temperature, Tsa is the sapphire

plate temperature and Tsi is the silicon substrate temperature.

Control input to the plant is Up ¼ ½uq Ta Tt�T, where uq

(J/s or W) is control input or heat flux from the heater/cooler,

Ta is the ambient temperature, and Tt is the target tempera-

ture. The empirically found first-order linear low-pass filter

type actuator dynamic is give by

xfðt þ 1Þ ¼ 0:9802xfðtÞ þ 0:2500uqðtÞ
yactuatorðtÞ ¼ 0:15841xfðtÞ

(2)

An augmented system for the observer and the controller

was constructed, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Augmented system with a linearized thermal plant, an actuator model and an stochastic noise model.
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The augmented system consists of the plant state xp, the

actuator state xf , and the noise model state xN ¼ ½xn1 xn2�T.

The state xN is not controllable from the control input uqðtÞ
but is stable and it is only of a stochastic nature.

xpðt þ 1Þ
xfðt þ 1Þ
xNðt þ 1Þ

0
B@

1
CA ¼ Aa

xpðtÞ
xfðtÞ
xNðtÞ

0
B@

1
CAþ Ba

uq

Ta

Tt

0
B@

1
CAþ GawðtÞ

i.e.

Xaðt þ 1Þ ¼ Aað6�6ÞXaðtÞ þ Bað6�3ÞuaðtÞ þ GawðtÞ
yaðtÞ ¼ CaXaðtÞ þ vðtÞ

(3)

where wðtÞ and vðtÞ are white noises, which have the

following properties

EðwðtÞÞ ¼ 0; EðwðiÞwðjÞTÞ ¼ Wdij

EðvðtÞÞ ¼ 0; EðvðiÞvðjÞTÞ ¼ Vdij

In addition, the deterministic mean values of the ambient and

target temperatures, respectively Ta and Tt, are also con-

sidered as inputs to the system given by Eq. (3)and depicted

in Fig. 7. The output of this system is the copper cylinder

temperature Tcu, only which is penalized by the controller.

Therefore, the corresponding Ba and Ca are

Ba ¼ ½Ba1ð6�1Þ Ba2ð6�1Þ Ba3ð6�1Þ�

Ca ¼ ½1 0 0 0 0 0�

Given the detectable pair ðAa;CaÞ and the stabilizable

ðAa;BaÞ, there exists a steady state Kalman filter gain, which

is given by Ms ¼ SsC
TðCSsC

T þ VÞ�1
, where Ss is the

solution of the following algebraic Riccati equation

Ss ¼ AaSsA
T
a þ GaWGT

a � AaSsC
TðCSsC

T þ VÞ�1
CSsA

T
a

(4)

Using the Kalman filter gain Ms from Eq. (4) and the system

parameters in Eq. (3), an optimal state estimator can be

constructed as follows

X̂aðt þ 1jt þ 1Þ ¼ ðI � MsCaÞAaX̂aðtjtÞ þ ðI � MsCaÞBauðtÞ
þ Msyðt þ 1Þ (5)

3.2. Integral action and reference model for the desired

trajectory

An integral action control was implemented to compen-

sate for the detrimental effects of constant disturbances

[6,8]. Define the tracking error as eðtÞ ¼ yaðtÞ � yr, where

ya ¼ Tcu is the copper ring temperature and yr ¼ Tcur is the

reference temperature trajectory. The incremental tracking

error integral is given by

Iðt þ 1Þ ¼ IðtÞ þ eðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ þ CaXaðtÞ � yr (6)

A second-order linear dynamic system with a unit static gain

was chosen for the reference model. The response time of

the system was fixed to about 200 s, but it can be controlled

by modifying this reference model dynamic.

xrðt þ 1Þ ¼ Arð2�2ÞxrðtÞ þ Brð2�1ÞurðtÞ
yrðtÞ ¼ Crð1�2ÞxrðtÞ

(7)

Utilizing Eqs. (7) and (6) with the plant model Eq. (3) the

linear quadratic tracking problem can be reformulated into a

standard linear quadratic regulation of the following com-

posite system with an extended state.

xtrackðtÞ ¼
XaðtÞ
IðtÞ
xrðtÞ

0
B@

1
CA

The state equation for xtrackðtÞ is then obtained by combining

the state equations of XaðtÞ, IðtÞ and xrðtÞ; urðtÞ is a constant

set-point.

xtrackðt þ 1Þ ¼
Aað6�6Þ 06�1 06�2

Ca 1 �Crð1�2Þ

02�6 02�1 Arð2�2Þ

2
64

3
75xtrackðtÞ

þ
Ba1ð6�1Þ 07�1

03�1 Brð2�1Þ

" #
uqðtÞ
urðtÞ

� �
(8)

ytrack
t is given by

ytrackðtÞ ¼ ðyaðtÞ � yrðtÞÞ þ geIðtÞ
ytrackðtÞ ¼ CtrackxtrackðtÞ ¼ ½Ca ge � Cr�xtrackðtÞ

(9)

where ge is the weighting factor between the tracking error

and the incremental tracking error. The backward-shift

operator or delay operator is denoted by q�1 such that

q�1gðtÞ ¼ gðt � 1Þ. By multiplying each side of Eq. (8)

by the difference operator ð1 � q�1Þ and considering urðtÞ
to be a constant desired set-point, we can obtain

ð1 � q�1Þxtrackðt þ 1Þ ¼
ð1 � q�1ÞXaðt þ 1Þ
ð1 � q�1ÞIðt þ 1Þ
ð1 � q�1Þxrðt þ 1Þ

0
B@

1
CA

¼
xdðtÞ
eðtÞ

xrdðtÞ

0
B@

1
CA ¼ xtrack

d ðtÞ

likewise,

ð1 � q�1ÞAtrackxðtÞtrack ¼ Atrackxtrack
d ðtÞ

However, the constant input urðtÞ is gone after taking the

difference operator, since urðtÞ ¼ urðt þ 1Þ.

ð1 � q�1Þ
07�1

Brð2�1Þ

" #
urðtÞ ¼ 0

Define vðt � 1Þ such as vðt � 1Þ ¼ ð1 � q�1ÞuqðtÞ. Multi-

plying difference operator to Eq. (8) leads to

xdðtÞ
eðtÞ

xrdðtÞ

0
B@

1
CA ¼ Atrack

xdðt � 1Þ
eðt � 1Þ

xrdðt � 1Þ

0
B@

1
CA

þ
Ba1ð6�1Þ

03�1

� �
ðð1 � q�1ÞuqðtÞ ¼ vðt � 1ÞÞ
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i.e.

xtrack
d ðtÞ ¼ Atrackxtrack

d ðt � 1Þ þ Btrackvðt � 1Þ
ytrack

d ðt � 1Þ ¼ Caxdðt � 1Þ � Crxrdðt � 1Þ þ geeðt � 1Þ;
(10)

where xdðt � 1Þ ¼ ð1 � q�1ÞXaðtÞ and xrdðt � 1Þ ¼ ð1�
q�1ÞxrðtÞ, while the tracking criteria performance index can

be written as

J ¼
X1

t0

fðxtrack
d ðtÞÞT

Qtrackðxtrack
d ðtÞÞ þ nðtÞT

RtracknðtÞg (11)

where xtrack
d ðtÞ ¼ ð1 � q�1Þxtrackðt þ 1Þ, nðtÞ ¼ ð1 � q�1Þ

uqðt þ 1Þ, Qtrack ¼ CtrackTCtrack and Rtrack > 0 is a weighting

factor for the incremental control input nðtÞ. Therefore, the

optimal control having penalty on the error and the incre-

mental error is given by

uqðtÞ ¼ �K trackxtrackðtÞ
uqðtÞ ¼ �KaxaðtÞ � KrxrðtÞ � Ke

Pt�1
t0

eðtÞ
(12)

where the optimal control gain matrix is given by

K track ¼ ½Kað1�6Þ Keð1�1Þ Krð1�2Þ�
K track ¼ ðRtrack þ BtrackPBtrackÞ�1

BtrackTPAtrack

and P is the solution of the following algebraic Riccati

equation

AtrackTPAtrack � P � AtrackTPBtrackK track þ Qtrack ¼ 0 (13)

A block diagram of the overall LQGR control system with

integral action and desired temperature trajectory tracking is

shown in Fig. 8. This controller guarantees the rejection of a

constant disturbance and tracking of a desired temperature.

4. Results and discussion

The temperature control system described in Fig. 3 was

built and assembled by the authors. This included a vacuum

chamber (1 mTorr) and the temperature shield consisting of

the copper ring and the sapphire plate. An analog amplifer to

drive the thermo-electric heater/cooler and a low-noise

bridge circuit for the thermistors were also custom designed

and built. An optical readout system to produce the images

from infrared source was also constructed. The control

algorithm with a sampling time of 0.1 s was written in

the ‘C’ programming language on a personal computer

using a Data Translation DT322 16 bits analog-to-digital

and digital-to-analog converters. The thermistor on the

bottom of the heat sink chamber was used to measure the

ambient temperature Ta. Its mean value was experimentally

determined and it was used as the value of the deterministic

disturbance temperature. The real time measurement of Ta

was also used to linearize the dynamics of the thermo-

electric heater/cooler using an algorithm described in [1].

Several typical experimental results are presented and

described in this section. A comprehensive simulation study

allowed us to select the initial values for the control para-

meters ge in Eq. (9), Rtrack in Eq. (11). The dc gain and the

time constant of the thermo-electic heater/cooler model

were initially decided based on the details from its manu-

facture (Marlow MI1020T). Model identification and vali-

dation was based on matching transient responses.

Appropriate model parameters were chosen and tunned so

that the experimental and simulated results closely

resembled each other, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Parameters

of the thermo-electric heater/cooler model change easily

Fig. 8. LQGR with desired trajectory control scheme.

Table 1

Steady state simulated and experimental results of the LQGR control with

penalty on the copper temperature Tcu with ge ¼ 1;Rtrack ¼ 0:1:

Standard deviation Unit Simulation Experiment

smeasured
Tcu

mK 001:013 001:131

sT̂cu
mK 046:43 061:52

sT̂si
mK 069:23 073:77

sT̂ch
mK 120:0 117:3
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Fig. 9. Experimental results with ge ¼ 1;Rtrack ¼ 10. Tmeasured
cu , T̂cu, T̂ si and T̂ch.

Fig. 10. Simulation results with ge ¼ 1;Rtrack ¼ 10. Tmeasured
cu , T̂cu, T̂ si and T̂ch.
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depending on operating conditions such as the chamber

vacuum level, the quantity of thermal conductive paste that

was used between the heater/cooler and the chamber floor

and the operating temperature of the FPA. The heater/cooler

model parameters were subsequently retuned to match the

experimentally determined state estimation covariances to

their corresponding simulation values, as shown in Table 1.

However, transient responses in the experiment exhibited

oscillatory modes, as the control penalty gain Rtrack was

decreased, which were not observed in the simulation

results. This is attributed to unmodeled dynamics between

the copper ring and chip temperatures. Table 1 shows that

simulation and the experimental results are in close agree-

ment. With a copper ring temperature measurement noise

that has a 1 mK standard deviation, the FPA Tch temperature

could be regulated to within a standard deviation of about

100 mK according to the estimated output value of T̂ch from

the designed Kalman filter as in Eq. (4). T̂cu, T̂si, and T̂ch are

not measured directly but are optimally estimated by the

Kalman filter based on the measurement of Tcu and the

stochastic model in Fig. 8. As shown in Table 1, the standard

deviation of the FPA Tch temperature is about twice as that of

Tcu, due to the relatively large fluctuation in the sapphire

plate temperature which had a standard deviation of

8.92 mK in the simulation results. Fig. 11 shows a close

up of the steady state response for the measured copper

temperature Tcu, the estimated copper temperature T̂cu, the

estimated silicon temperature T̂ si, as well as the estimated

FPA temperature T̂ch. The Kalman filter output T̂cu estimates

well the measured temperature Tcu.

The noise equivalent temperature difference of an IR

system is the smallest detectable temperature difference

of the target source allowed by the system noise. In other

words, the NETD is simply the system noise divided by the

thermal sensitivity of the detector. To evaluate the sensitivity

of the system, a black body source with temperature con-

trolled to the resolution of 0:05 K was used to provide a

uniform calibrated IR flux onto FPA. The visible laser

reflected from FPA was collected with a 12-bit digital

CCD. By measuring the intensity change on the CCD pixels,

we can obtain the system sensitivity as well as the overall

system noise. The thermal sensitivity measured and calcu-

lated is about DTFPA=DTtarget ¼ 0:01. The noise analysis

indicates that there is long-term drift combined with

short-term noise at frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz. The

short-term noise represented by temperature fluctuation on

FPA is measured to be around 2 mK, while the shot noise of

the 12-bit digital CCD is about 1mK. The system noise is,

therefore, reasonably close to the CCD shot noise. Details of

the noise and sensitivity analysis are discussed in [3].

Theoretical noise calculations [10] are summarized in

Table 2. The total system noise that is expressed as tem-

perature fluctuation is the statistical average of all the noises

in Table 2. Assuming that these individual noises DTi are

statistically uncorrelated, the total noise can be expressed as

DTtotal ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

DT2
i

p
, which is equal to 146 mK. The experi-

mentally measured CCD noise and overall noise are larger

than those of calculations in Table 2 because of dynamic

range mismatches for FPA pixels’ output onto the CCD,

which is due to the non-uniform responses [7] of individual

Fig. 11. Close up of the steady state experimental results with ge ¼ 1;Rtrack ¼ 0:1: (A) Tmeasured
cu and T̂cu (B) T̂ si (C) T̂ch.
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FPA pixels. The empirical or simulation results of tempera-

ture stability of about 120 mK is negligible in the current

setup. A measurement of the system sensitivity with a

temperature controlled heat source shows that NETD of

such uncooled IR system can reach 200 mK [7] at a frame

rate of 10 Hz with f /1 optics. Fig. 12 shows a thermal image

of a human hand taken by the designed IR camera system.

More details on the determination of IR camera’s NETD are

presented in [7].

5. Conclusion

This paper presented the design and control of a thermal

stabilizing system for an optomechanical uncooled infrared

imaging camera. Experiments showed successful results for

the prototype camera with the optical readout system. The

thermal shield system provides a large amount of attenuation

in open loop from disturbances in the ambient temperature

Ta to FPA temperature Tch. A carefully designed ambient

temperature disturbance model was used to represent ambi-

ent temperature fluctuations, and this model was subse-

quently used in a model-based discrete linear time

quadratic gaussian regulator (LQGR) control scheme. The

LQGR controller was able to achieve an additional low

frequency attenuation of more than 50 dB of disturbance

rejection from the ambient temperature Ta to the FPA

temperature Tch. The disturbance attenuation was achieved

without introducing any significant attenuation in the

closed-loop sensitivity from the target temperature source

Tt to Tch, as shown in Fig. 5. The proposed control law

includes a reference model to diminish overshoots and an

integral action to achieve zero steady state error in closed

loop, even in the presence of constant ambient temperature

disturbances. Experimental results showed that the standard

deviation of Tch was around 100 mK as predicted by the

analysis. Thus, the designed thermal isolation and regulation

control system is well suited for the intended infrared

imaging camera’s purpose of accurately sensing the infrared

source Tt. Noise analysis results for the present optomecha-

nical infrared imaging system are summarized in Table 2.

The NETD of current stage of the IR camera system can

reach about 200 mK.

Table 2

Theoretical noise calculation analysis for MEMS optomechanical

unclooled infrared imaging camera

DTth

(mK)

DTth;vib

(mK)

DTCCD

(mK)

DTlaser

(mK)

DTFPA

(mK)

DTtotal

(mK)

51.7 1.26 65 19 120 146

DTth is thermodynamic fluctuation noise, DTth;vib is thermal vibration

noise, DTCCD is CCD noise, DTlaser is laser noise, DTFPA is temperature

stabilized FPA noise and DTtotal is total noise.

Fig. 12. Thermal image of a human hand using optomechanical uncooled infrared imaging camera at a distance of 2 m away with f /1 optics.
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